
P h y s i c s                   name ________________________________________ period ____  

Inv-7 Expan IX :  Incline Planes and Pulley Land Collide           sheet # ____

We’re going to have ourselves a little contest here:
    1st place: 10 Bonus Pts   2nd place:  8 Bonus Pts   3rd:  6 Bonus Pts  4th:  4 Bonus Pts.   5th:  2 Bonus Pts   6th: 1 Bonus Pt

In groups, calculate with pencil and paper (theoretical physics) the estimated time it will take your cart to move 
80.0 cm up (or down) the ramp while it is being pulled on by the non strechable rope that is attached to a 200 g 
hanging mass on the other side of the pulley. 
When you have calculated your time, I suggest you add between 8% and 12% to account for friction. Write this 
time in the table on the board, then  perform the experiment when Askey or some other person adds the mass to 
pull the cart to obtain the actual time.  The groups will get bonus based on their accuracy compared to other 
groups.  Every member of the group must show all their work below. 

   Group #     Total mass of the cart     Predicted time            Predicted time          Actual time       Percent Error
                                                          ignoring friction         adding in friction

I won’t give you a protracter so you will have to use trig to figure out how to ensure that your angle is 30° .

Draw a FBD for the cart on the incline plane and draw a FBD of the hanging  mass that pulls the cart.

     Symbol Equations:
 

                        +

           30°
Show your numerical calculations to determine your time:



A FEW MORE PULLEY / INCLINED PLANE PRACTICE PROBLEMS:
1.) How many inches up will the 30 lb box move in 3 seconds assuming it starts from rest? 
           

symbol equations:                    Frictionless
     Pulley

now plug in numbers:           34 lbs

       30 lbs

2.)  Eskimo Joe begins dragging a heavy sled full of supplies across the snow up a hill which is at a incline of θi. The sled / snow 
contact produces a frictional force. Joe is pulling  on a rope attached to the sled at an angle of φ  above the incline of the hill.  What 
is the sled’s acceleration in terms of  mg, Fp, f, θ i, φ ?

Required FBD:

 

3.)How far up the 30° ramp will the 90 N box slide in 8.0 sec? The ramp puts a frictional force of 75 N on the sliding box.
Draw a FBD on each mass:

   symbol equations:

        
 

          number equations:

   150 N            

kinematics:
            30°

Answers:      1.)  108 inches     2.) you do        3.)  39 m  


